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Abstract

We present a multicast routing protocol called Distributed Core
Multicast (DCM). It is intended for use within a large single In-
ternet domain network with a very large number of multicast
groups with a small number of receivers. Such a case occurs,
for example, when multicast addresses are allocated to mobile
hosts, as a mechanism to manage Internet host mobility or in
large distributed simulations. For such cases, existing dense
or sparse mode multicast routing algorithms do not scale well
with the number of multicast groups. DCM is based on an ex-
tension of the centre-based tree approach. It uses several core
routers, called Distributed Core Routers (DCRs) and a special
control protocol among them. DCM aims: (1) avoiding multi-
cast group state information in backbone routers, (2) avoiding
triangular routing across expensive backbone links, (3) scaling
well with the number of multicast groups. We evaluate the per-
formance of DCM and compare it to an existing sparse mode
routing protocol when there is a large number of small multi-
cast groups. We also analyse the behaviour of DCM when the
number of receivers per group is not a small number.

1 Introduction

We describe a multicast routing protocol called Distributed
Core Multicast (DCM). DCM is designed to provide low over-
head delivery of multicast data in a large single domain net-
work for a very large number of small groups. This occurs
when the number of multicast groups is very large (for exam-
ple, greater than a million), the number of receivers per multi-
cast group is very small (for example, less than five) and each
host is a potential sender to a multicast group.

DCM is a sparse mode routing protocol, designed to scale
better than the existing multicast routing protocols when there
are many multicast groups, but each group has in total a few
members.

Relevant aspects of existing multicast routing protocols are
described in Section 2. Sparse mode multicast routing proto-
cols, such as the protocol independent multicast (PIM-SM) [5]
and the core-based trees (CBT) [3], build a single delivery tree
per multicast group that is shared by all senders in the group.

This tree is rooted at a single centre router called “core” in
CBT, and “rendezvous point” (RP) in PIM-SM.

Both centre-based routing protocols have the following po-
tential shortcomings:

� traffic for the multicast group is concentrated on the links
along the shared tree, mainly near the core router;

� finding an optimal centre for a group is a NP-complete
problem and requires the knowledge of the whole net-
work topology [26]. Current approaches typically use
either an administrative selection of centers or a simple
heuristic [20]. Data distribution through a single centre
router could cause non optimal distribution of traffic in
the case of a bad positioning of the centre router, with
respect to senders and receivers. This problem is known
as a triangular routing problem.

PIM-SM is not only a centre-based routing protocol, but
it also uses source-based trees. With PIM-SM, destinations
can start building source-specific trees for sources with a high
data rate. This partly addresses the shortcomings mentioned
above, however, at the expense of having routers on the source-
specific tree keep source-specific state. Keeping the state for
each sender is undesirable when the number of senders is large.

DCM is based on an extension of the centre-based tree
approach and is designed for the efficient and scalable deliv-
ery of multicast data under the assumptions that we mention
above (a large number of multicast groups, a few receivers per
group and a potentially a large number of senders to a multicast
group).

As a first simplifying step, we consider a network model
where a large single domain network is configured into areas
that are organised in a two-level hierarchy. At the top level
is a single backbone area. All other areas are connected via
the backbone(see Figure 1). This is similar to what exists with
OSPF[14].

The issues addressed by DCM are: (1): to avoid multi-
cast group state information in backbone routers, (2): to avoid
triangular routing across expensive backbone links and (3) to
scale well with the number of multicast groups.

The following is a short DCM overview and it is illustrated
in Figure 1. We introduce an architecture based on several core
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Figure 1: This is a model of a large single domain network and an
overview of data distribution with DCM. In this example there are four
non-backbone areas that communicate via the backbone. We show one
multicast groupM and DCRs X1, X2, X3 and X4 that serveM. Step
(1): Senders A2, B1 and C1 send data to the corresponding DCRs
inside their areas. Step (2): DCRs distribute the multicast data across
the backbone area to DCR X1 that needs it. Step (3): A local DCR
sends data to the local receivers in its area.

routers per multicast group, called Distributed Core Routers
(DCRs).

� The DCRs in each area are located at the edge of the
backbone. The DCRs act as backbone access points for
the data sent by senders inside their area to receivers out-
side this area. A DCR also forwards the multicast data
received from the backbone to receivers in the area it be-
longs to. When a host wants to join the multicast group
M, it sends ajoin message. Thisjoin message is propa-
gated hop-by-hop to the DCR inside its area that serves
the multicast group. Conversely, when a sender has data
to send to the multicast group, it will send the data en-
capsulated to the DCR assigned to the multicast group.

� The Membership Distribution Protocol (MDP) runs be-
tween the DCRs serving the same range of multicast ad-
dresses. It is fully distributed. MDP enables the DCRs to
learn about other DCRs that have group members.

� The distribution of data uses a special mechanism be-
tween the DCRs in the backbone area, and the trees
rooted at the DCRs towards members of the group in the
other areas. We propose a special mechanism for data
distribution between the DCRs, which does not require
that non-DCR backbone routers perform multicast rout-
ing.

With the introduction of the DCRs close to any sender and
receivers, converging traffic is not sent to a single centre router
in the network. Data sent from a sender to a group within the
same area is not forwarded to the backbone. Our approach

alleviates the triangular routing problem common to all centre-
based trees, and unlike PIM-SM, is suitable for groups with
many sporadic senders. Similar to PIM-SM and CBT, DCM is
independent of underlying unicast routing protocol.

In this paper we examine the properties of DCM in a large
single domain network. However, DCM is not constrained to
a single domain network. Interoperability of DCM with other
inter-domain routing protocols is the object of ongoing work.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section
we give an overview of the existing multicast routing proto-
cols. In Section 3 we present the architecture of DCM. That is
followed by the DCM protocol specification in Section 4. In
Section 5 we give a preliminary evaluation of DCM. Section 6
presents two examples of the application of DCM: when DCM
is used to route packets to the mobile hosts, and when it is used
in a large distributed simulation application.

2 Overview of Multicast Routing Protocols

There are two basic families of algorithms that construct multi-
cast trees used for the distribution of IP multicast data: source
specific trees and group shared trees. In the former case an im-
plicit spanning tree per source is calculated, which is minimal
in terms of transit delay from a source to each of the receivers
. In the latter case only one shared tree, which is shared by all
sources, is built. There are two types of shared trees. One type
is the Steiner minimal tree (SMT)[27]. The main objective is
to build a tree that spans the group of members with a min-
imal cost and thus globally optimise the network resources.
Since the Steiner minimal tree problem is NP-complete, nu-
merous heuristics have been proposed [25]. No existing SMT
algorithms can be easily applied in practical multicast proto-
cols designed for large scale networks [26]. The other type
of shared trees is a centre-based tree that builds the shortest
path tree rooted “in the centre” of the networks and spans only
receivers of the multicast group.

Below we briefly describe existing dense and sparse mode
multicast routing protocols in the Internet.

Dense mode multicast routing protocols

Traditional multicast routing mechanisms, such as
DVMRP[24] and MOSPF[13], are intended for use within
regions where multicast groups are densely populated or
bandwidth is plentiful. Both protocols use source specific
shortest path trees. These routing schemes require that each
multicast router in the network keeps per source per group
information.

DVMRP is based on the Reverse Path Forwarding (RPF)
algorithm that builds a shortest path sender-based multicast de-
livery tree. Several first multicast packets transmitted from a
source are broadcasted across the network over links that may
not lead to the receivers of the multicast group. Then the tree
branches that do not lead to group members are pruned by
sendingprune messages. After a period of time, the prune
state for each (source, group) pair expires and reclaims stale
prune state. Subsequent datagrams are flooded again until
branches that do not lead to group members are pruned again.



This scheme is currently used for Internet multicasting over the
MBONE.

In MOSPF, together with the unicast routing information,
group membership information is flooded so that all routers
can determine whether they are on the distribution tree for a
particular source and group pair. MOSPF is designed atop
a link-state unicast routing protocol called OSPF[14]. With
MOSPF, in order to scale better, a large routing domain can be
configured into areas connected via the backbone area. Mul-
ticast routers in non-backbone areas have the complete mem-
bership information inside their corresponding areas, while the
aggregate membership information of the area is inserted in the
backbone. Like DVMRP, MOSPF has a high routing message
overhead when groups are sparsely distributed.

Core Based Trees (CBT) sparse mode multicast routing architec-
ture

Unlike DVMRP and MOSPF, a CBT [3] uses centre based
shared trees: it builds and maintains a single shared bidi-
rectional multicast distribution tree for every active multicast
group in the network. This tree is rooted in a dedicated router
for a multicast group that is called thecore and it spans all
group members. Here we give a short description of how a
shared tree is built and how a host sends to the group.

A host starts joining a group by multicasting an IGMP[7]
host membership report across its attached link. When a lo-
cal CBT aware router receives this report, it invokes the tree
joining process (unless it has already joined the tree) by gen-
erating ajoin message. This message is then sent to the next
hop on the path towards the group’s core router. This join mes-
sage must be explicitly acknowledged either by the core router
itself or by another router that is on the path between the send-
ing router and the core, which itself has already successfully
joined the tree. Once the acknowledgement reaches the router
that originated the join message, a new receiver can receive
the multicast traffic sent to the group. The state of the shared
tree is periodically verified by exchanging ofecho messages
between neighbouring CBT routers on the shared tree.
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Figure 2: Construction of the shared tree with CBT

Data can be sent to a CBT tree by a sender whose local
router is not attached to the group tree. The sender originates

native multicast data that is received by a local CBT router.
This router finds out the relevant core router for the multi-
cast group, and thus encapsulates the data packet (IP-in-IP)
and unicasts it to the core router. After the core router decap-
sulates the packet it disseminates the multicast data over the
group shared tree. When a multicast data packet arrives at the
router on the tree, the router uses the group address as an index
into the multicast forwarding cache. Then, it sends a copy of
the incoming multicast packet over each interface listed in the
entry, except the incoming interface.

Data from the sender whose local router is already on the
group tree is not sent via the core, but is distributed over the
tree from the first-hop on-tree router.

The main advantages of the CBT are that it is indepen-
dent of the underlying unicast routing protocols and the routers
keep forwarding information that correspond only to the mul-
ticast group and that do not depend on the source. This
makes shared-based trees routing protocols more scalable than
source-based trees routing protocols.

The main disadvantages of CBT are: CBT has a potentially
higher delay compared with DVMRP because multicast pack-
ets do not take the shortest path from the source to the destina-
tions; traffic is concentrated on the links along the shared tree;
and the triangular routing problem for non-member senders.

Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse Mode (PIM-SM)

PIM-SM [5] combines the source specific shortest path trees
and centre based shared trees. On one hand, PIM-SM is con-
ceptually similar to CBT: it builds a shared directed multicast
distribution tree per multicast group centered at a special router
called the Rendezvous Point (RP). However, unlike CBT, PIM-
SM builds unidirectional trees. The sending of multicast data
is similar to CBT. Initially, the sender encapsulates data in reg-
ister messages and sends them directly to the RP where the
data is distributed along the shared tree. If the source contin-
ues to send, the RP may send an explicit source-specificjoin
message towards the source. This sets up a path for traffic from
the source to the RP.

On the other hand, the unique feature of PIM-SM is that for
those sources whose data rate justifies it, forwarding of multi-
cast data from a particular source to the destination group can
be shifted from the shared tree onto a source-based tree. How-
ever, the result is that the routers on the source-specific tree
need to keep a source-specific state.

Multiple centers routing protocols

In order to solve some of the problems inherent to both PIM-
SM and CBT due to the existence of the single center router per
multicast group, there are several routing protocols that intro-
duce multiple center routers per multicast group. Hierarchical
PIM (HPIM)[2] builds on PIM-SM by using the hierarchy of
RPs for a group. A receiver joins the lowest level RP, this RP
joins a RP at the next level and so on. The number of levels in
the hierarchy depends on the scope of a multicast group. For
global groups, HPIM does not perform well, because all mul-
ticast data is distributed via the RP that is the highest in the
hierarchy.



Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) [6],[28],[8]
allows multiple RPs per multicast group in a single share-tree
PIM-SM domain. It can also be used to connect several PIM-
SM domains together. Members of a group initiate sending of
a join message towards the nearest RP. MSDP enables RPs,
which have joined members for a multicast group, to learn
about active sources to the group. Such RPs trigger a source
specific join towards the source. Multicast data arrives at the
RP along the source-tree and then is forwarded along the group
shared-tree to the group members. [28] proposes to use the
MSDP servers to distribute the knowledge of active multicast
sources for a group.

3 Architecture of DCM

In this section we describe the general concepts used by DCM.
A detailed description follows in Section 4. We group general
concepts into three broad categories: (1) hierarchical network
model (2) how membership information is distributed and (3)
how user data is forwarded.

3.1 Hierarchical Network Model

We consider a network model where a large single domain net-
work is configured into areas that can be viewed as being or-
ganised in a two-level hierarchy. At the top level is a single
backbone area to which all other areas connect. This is sim-
ilar to what exists with OSPF[14]. In DCM we use the area
concept of OSPF. However, DCM does not require underlying
unicast link state routing.

Our architecture introduces several core routers per mul-
ticast group that are called Distributed Core Routers (DCRs).
The DCRs are border routers situated at the edge with the back-
bone. Inside each non-backbone area there can exist several
DCRs serving as core routers for the area.

3.2 Distribution of the Membership Information

Regarding the two-level hierarchical network model, we dis-
tinguish distribution of the membership information in non-
backbone areas and in the backbone area.

Inside non-backbone areas, multicast routers keep group
membership information for groups that have members inside
the corresponding area. But unlike MOSPF, the group mem-
bership information is not flooded inside the area. The state
information kept in multicast routers is per group ((*,G) state)
and not per source per group (no (S,G) state). If for the mul-
ticast group G there are no members inside an area, then no
(*,G) state is kept in that area. This is similar to MSDP when
it is applied on our network model.

Inside the backbone, non-DCR routers do not keep the
membership information for groups that have members in the
non-backbone areas. This is different from MSDP where back-
bone routers can keep (S,G) information when they are on the
source specific distribution trees from the senders towards RPs.
This is also different from MOSPF where all backbone routers
have complete knowledge of all areas’ group membership. In

DCM, the backbone routers may keep group membership in-
formation for a small number of reserved multicast groups that
are used for control purposes inside the backbone. We say a
DCR is labelled with a multicast group when there are mem-
bers of the group inside its corresponding area. DCRs in dif-
ferent areas run a special control protocol for distribution of
the membership information, e.g information of being labelled
with the multicast group.

3.3 Multicast Data Distribution

Multicast packets are distributed natively from the local DCR
in the area to members inside the area. Multicast packets from
senders inside the area are sent towards the local DCR. This
can be done by encapsulation or by source routing. This is
similar to what exists in MSDP.

DCRs act as packet exploders, and by using the other areas’
membership information attempt to send multicast data across
the backbone only to those DCRs that need it (that are labelled
with the multicast group). DCRs run a special data distribution
protocol that try to optimize the use of backbone bandwidth.
The distribution trees in the backbone are source-specific, but
unlike MSDP do not keep (S,G) information.

4 The DCM Protocol Specification

In this section we give the specification of DCM by describing
the protocol mechanisms for every building block in the DCM
architecture.

4.1 Hierarchical Network Model: Addressing Issues

In each area there are several routers that are configured to act
as candidate DCRs. The identities of the candidate DCRs are
known to all routers within an area by means of an intra-area
bootstrap protocol [4]. This is similar to PIM-SM with the
difference that the bootstrap protocol is constrained within an
area. This entails a periodic distribution of the set of reachable
candidate DCRs to all routers within an area.

Routers use a common hash function to map a multicast
group address to one router from the set of candidate DCRs.
For a particular group addressM, we use the hash function to
determine the DCR that serves1M.

The used hash function ish(r(M); DCRi). Function
r(M) takes as input a multicast group address and returns the
range of the multicast group, whileDCRi is the unicast IP
address of the DCR. The targetDCRi is then chosen as the
candidate DCR with the highest value ofh(r(M); DCRj))
among allj from setf1; ::; Jg whereJ is the number of can-
didate DCRs in an area:

h(r(M); DCRi) = maxfh(r(M); DCRj); j = 1; ::; Jg
(1)

1A DCR is said to serve the multicast group addressM when it is dynamically
elected among all the candidate DCRs in the area to act as an access point for
addressM



One possible example of the function that gives the range2

of the multicast group addressM is :

r(M) =M&B , whereB is a bit mask. (2)

We do not present here the hash function theory. For more
information see [23], [4] and [19]. The benefits of using hash-
ing to map a multicast group to DCR are the following:

� We achieve minimal disruption of groups when there is
a change in the candidate DCR set. This means that we
have to do a small number of re-mappings of multicast
groups when there is a change in the candidate DCR set.
See [23] for more explanations.

� We apply the hash functionh(.,.) as defined by the High-
est Random Weight (HRW) [19] algorithm. This function
ensures load balancing between candidate DCRs. This is
very important, because no single DCR serves more mul-
ticast groups than any other DCR inside the same area.
By this property, we achieve that when the number of
candidate DCRs increases, a decrease of the load on each
DCR. Load balancing is more efficient when the number
of possible ranges of multicast addresses is larger[19].

All routers in all non-backbone areas should apply the
same functionsh(:; :); r(:).

By applying the hash function, a candidate DCR is aware
of all the ranges of multicast addresses for which it is elected
to be a DCR in its area. DCRs in different areas, that serve the
same range of addresses, exchange control information (see
Section 4.2.2). There is one reserved multicast group that cor-
responds to every range of multicast addresses. In order to
exchange control information with other DCRs, a DCR joins a
reserved multicast group that corresponds to a range of multi-
cast addresses that the DCR serves. Packets destined to a re-
served multicast address are routed by using another multicast
routing protocol, other than DCM (see Section 4.2.2). Main-
taining the reserved multicast groups is overhead, and we want
to keep it as low as possible. So we want to keep the number of
reserved multicast groups small. Obviously there is a tradeoff
between the number of reserved groups and the efficiency of
load balancing among DCRs inside an area.

4.2 Distribution of membership information

4.2.1 Distribution of membership information inside non-
backbone areas

When a host is interested in joining the multicast groupM, it
issues an IGMP join message. A multicast router on its LAN,
known as the designated router (DR), receives the IGMP join
message. The DR determines the DCR inside its area that
servesM by means of a hash function, as described in the Sec-
tion 4.1.

2A range is the partition of the set of multicast addresses into group of ad-
dresses. A range to which a multicast group address belongs to is defined by
Equation (2). e.g if the bit mask is (hex) 000000FF we get 256 possible ranges
of IPv4 class-D addresses.

The process of establishing the group shared tree is simi-
lar to PIM-SM [5]. The DR sends ajoin message towards the
determined DCR. Sending ajoin message forces any off-tree
routers on the path to the DCR to forward ajoin message and
join the tree. Each router on the way to the DCR keeps a for-
warding state forM. When ajoin message reaches the DCR,
this DCR becomes labelled with the multicast groupM. In this
way, the delivery subtree , for the receivers of the multicast
groupM in an area, is established. The subtree is maintained
by periodically refreshing the state information forM in the
routers on the subtree (this is done by periodically sendingjoin
messages).

Similar to PIM-SM, when the DR discovers that there are
no longer any receivers forM, it sends aprune message to-
wards the nearest DCR to disconnect from the shared distribu-
tion tree. Figure 3 shows an example of joining the multicast
group.

4.2.2 Distribution of membership information inside the
backbone

The Membership Distribution Protocol (MDP) is used by
DCRs in different areas to exchange control information. The
following is the short description of MDP.

As said above, within each non-backbone area, for each
range of multicast addresses (as defined by Equation (2)) there
is one DCR serving that range. DCRs in different areas that
serve the same range of multicast addresses are members of
the same MDP control multicast group that is used for ex-
changing control messages. This group is defined by a MDP
control multicast address as described in Section 4.1. There
are as many MDP control multicast groups as there are possi-
ble ranges of multicast addresses. A DCR joins as many MDP
control multicast groups as the number of ranges of multicast
addresses it serves in its area.

Each MDP multicast group has as many members as there
are non-backbone areas since there is one member DCR per
area. In practice, this is usually a small number. For example,
in the network in Figure 3, X1, X2, X3 and X4 are members of
the same MDP control multicast group, while Y1, Y2, Y3 and
Y4 are members of the another MDP control multicast group.

We do not propose a specific protocol for maintaining the
multicast tree for the MDP control multicast group. This can
be done by means of an existing multicast routing protocol.
For example, CBT[3] can be used.

DCRs that are members of the same MDP control multicast
group exchange the following control information:

� periodical keep-alive message.A DCR sends periodi-
cally the keep-alive control message informing DCRs in
other areas that it is alive. In this way a DCR in one area
has the accurate list of DCRs in the other areas that are
responsible for the same multicast groups.

� unicast distance information. Each DCR sends, to the
corresponding MDP control multicast group, information
about the unicast distance from itself to other DCRs that
it has learned to serve the same range of multicast ad-
dresses. This information comes from existing unicast
routing tables.
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Figure 3: The figure shows hosts in four areas that join four multicast groups with addressesM1,M2, M3 andM4. Assume thatM1 andM2 belong
to the same range of multicast addresses, whileM3 andM4 belong to the another range of multicast addresses. Inside every area there are two DCRs.
Assume that DCRs (X1,X2,X3 and X4) serve the range of multicast addresses where group addressesM1 andM2 belong to. DCRs (Y1,Y2,Y3
and Y4) serve the range of multicast addresses where group addressesM3 andM4 belong to. A circle on the figure represents a multicast router in
non-backbone areas that are involved in the construction of the DCR rooted subtree. These subtrees are showed with the dash lines. X2 and X4 are
now labelled withM1, X1 and X4 are labelled withM2, Y1 and Y2 are labelled withM3, while Y3 and Y4 are labelled withM4.

� multicast group information A DCR periodically noti-
fies DCRs in other areas about multicast groups for which
it is labelled. In this way, every DCR keeps a record of
every other DCR that has at least one member for a mul-
ticast group from the range that the DCR serves. In ex-
ample in Figure 3 routers X1,X2,X3 and X4 have a list of
labelled DCRs for groupsM1 andM2, while Y1,Y2,Y3
and Y4 keeps a list of labelled DCRs for groupsM3 and
M4.

Section 4.3.2 explains how the control information ex-
changed with MDP is used for data distribution among DCRs.

MDP uses its MDP control multicast addresses and per-
forms flooding inside the groups defined by those addresses.
An alternative approach would be to use MDP servers. This
approach leads to a more scalable, but also a more complex
solution. This approach is not studied in detail in this paper.

Here we compare DCM to MOSPF[13],[12] in the back-
bone. In MOSPF, all backbone routers have complete knowl-
edge of all areas’ group membership. Using this information
together with the backbone topology information, backbone
routers calculate the multicast data distribution trees. With
MOSPF, complexity in all backbone routers increases with the
number of multicast groups. With DCM, DCRs are the only
backbone routers that need to keep state information for the
groups that they serve. In addition, as described in Section 4.1,
the number of multicast groups that a DCR serves decreases as
the number of candidate DCRs increases inside an area. There-
fore, DCM is more scalable than MOSPF.

With DCM the areas’ membership information is dis-
tributed among DCRs. An alternative approach, similar to

what exists with MSDP, would be to distribute among DCRs
the information about active sources in the domain. Then the
(S,G) distribution path is built from the DCRs with the mem-
bers of group G towards the source S. Under our assumptions
(a large number of small multicast groups, and many senders)
there would be a large number of (S,G) pairs to be maintained
in backbone routers. The consequence is that backbone routers
would suffer from scalability problems.

4.3 Multicast data distribution

4.3.1 How senders send to a multicast group

The sending host originates native multicast data, for the mul-
ticast groupM, that is received by the designated router (DR)
on its LAN. The DR determines the DCR within its area that
servesM. We call this DCR the source DCR. The DR encap-
sulates the multicast data packet (IP-in-IP) and sends it with
a destination address equal to the address of the source DCR.
The source DCR receives the encapsulated multicast data.

4.3.2 Data distribution in the backbone

The multicast data for the groupM is distributed from a source
DCR to all DCRs that are labelled withM. Since we assume
that the number of receivers per multicast group is not large,
there are only a few labelled routers per multicast group. Our
goal is to perform multicast data distribution in the backbone
in such a way that backbone routers keep a minimal state in-
formation while at the same time backbone bandwidth is used
efficiently. We propose a solution that can be applied in the



Internet today. It uses point-to-point tunnels to perform data
distribution among DCRs. With this solution, non-DCR back-
bone routers do not keep any state information related to the
distribution of the multicast data in the backbone. The draw-
back is that is that backbone bandwidth is not optimally used
because using tunnels may cause possible packet duplications
along backbone links. In the Appendix at the end of the paper
we propose two alternative solutions for data distribution in the
backbone. With those solutions backbone bandwidth is used
more efficiently, but at the expense of having the new routing
mechanism that needs to be performed by backbone routers.

Point-to-Point Tunnels

The DCR that serves the multicast groupM keeps the follow-
ing information: (1) a setV of DCRs that serve the same range
to which M belongs; (2) information about unicast distances
between each pair of DCRs fromV; (3) the setL of labelled
DCRs forM. The DCR obtains this information by exchang-
ing the MDP control messages with DCRs in other areas. In
this way, we present the virtual network of DCRs that serve the
same range of multicast group addresses by means of an undi-
rected complete graphG = (V;E). V is defined above, while
the set of edgesE are tunnels between each pair of DCRs in
V. Each edge is associated with a cost value that is equal to an
inter-DCR unicast distance.

The source DCR, calledS, calculates the optimal tree that
spans the labelled DCRs. In other words,S finds the subtree
T = (VT ; ET ) of G that spans the set of nodesL such that
cost(T ) =

P
e2ET

cost(e) is minimised. We recognise this
problem as the Steiner tree problem. Instead of finding the
exact solution, that is a NP-complete problem, we introduce a
simple heuristic called Shortest Tunnel Heuristic (STH). STH
consists of two phases. In the first phase a greedy tree is built,
by adding one by one, the nodes that are closest to the tree
under construction, and then removing unnecessary nodes.
The second phase is further improving the tree established so
far.

Phase 1: Build a greedy tree

� Step 1: Begin with a subtreeT of G consisting of the
singe nodeS. k = 1.

� Step 2: if k = n then gotoStep 4. n is the number of
nodes in set V.

� Step 3: Determine a nodezk+1 2 V , zk+1 62 T closest3

to T (ties are broken arbitrarily). Add the nodezk+1 to
T. k = k + 1. GotoStep 2.

� Step 4: Remove fromT non-labelled DCRs of degree4

1. Also remove non-labelled DCRs of degree 2 if the
triangular inequality5 holds.

3with the smallest cost needed to connect to some node that is already onT
4A degree of a node in a graph is the number of edges incident with a node
5The triangular inequality holds if the cost of a single edge that connects

the nodes adjacent to the node-to-be removed is less, or equal, to the sum of the
costs of the two edges that connect the node-to-be removed with the two adjacent
nodes. A node of degree 2 is removed by its two edges being replaced by a single

Phase 2: Improve a greedy tree
STH can be further improved by two additional steps:

� Step 5: Determine a minimum spanning tree for the sub-
network ofG induced by the nodes inT (after the step
4).

� Step 6: Remove from the minimum spanning tree non-
labelled DCRs of degree 1. Also remove non-labelled
DCRs of degree 2 if the triangular inequality holds. The
resulting tree is the (suboptimal) solution.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate three examples of the usage
of STH in Figure 3. Nodes X1, X2, X3 and X4 present four
DCRs that serve the multicast groupM1. In the three examples
the inter-DCRs unicast distances are different. In all these ex-
amples, the source DCR forM1 is X1 and the labelled DCRs
for M1 are X2 and X4. For the first two examples, the tree
that is obtained by the first phase of STH cannot be further im-
proved by steps 5 and 6. In the third example, steps 5 and 6
give improvements in terms of cost of the resulting tree.

The source DCR applies STH to determine the distribution
tunnel tree from itself to the list of labelled DCRs for the mul-
ticast group. The source DCR puts inter-DCR distribution in-
formation in the form of an explicit distribution list in the end-
to-end option field of the packet header. Under the assumption
that there is a small number of receivers per multicast group,
the number of labelled DCRs for a group is also small. Thus,
an explicit distribution list that completely describes the distri-
bution tunnel tree is not expected to be long.

When a DCR receives a packet from another DCR, it reads
from the distribution list whether it should make a copy of the
multicast data and of the identities of the DCRs where it should
send multicast data by tunneling. Labelled DCRs deliver data
to local receivers in the corresponding area. An example that
shows how multicast data is distributed among DCRs is pre-
sented in Figure 7. This is a simple example when the resulting
distribution tunnel tree is of height 2. Our approach works also
for more complex trees, when the height of the tree is more
than 2. For such cases, the distribution list that describes the
tree is expected to be longer (see Figure 13 in the Appendix for
an example of a distribution list that describes a more complex
tree ).

The source DCR applies STH every time it learns that there
is a change of any of the following information: list of DCRs,
unicast distances between DCRs, or list of labelled DCRs for
a multicast group. If the application of STH results in a new
distribution tunnel tree in the backbone, subsequent data is sent
along the new tree. Therefore, even though the distribution tree
has changed, this does not result in data losses. Analysis of
how many data packets are lost, before the source DCR learns
about membership change, is to be done.

In order to minimize the encapsulation overhead while
sending the multicast data in the backbone, we can use, instead
of IP-in-IP tunneling, the encapsulation technique called Min-
imal Encapsulation within IP[17],[21]. This technique com-
presses the inner IP header by removing the duplicated fields

edge (tunnel) connecting the two nodes adjacent to the node-to-be removed. The
source DCR is never removed from a graph
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On this figure are also presented packet formats at various points (points 1, 2 and 3) on the way from X1 to X2 and X4. A tunnel between the two
DCRs is shown with the dash line.

that are in both inner and outer header. In this way we have
less header length overhead and less MTU problems than in
the case of IP-in-IP encapsulation.

4.3.3 Data distribution inside non-backbone area

A DCR receives encapsulated multicast data packets either
from a source that is within its area, or from a DCR in another
area. A DCR checks if it is labelled with the multicast group
that corresponds to the received packet, i.e whether there are
members of the multicast group in its area. If this is the case, a
DCR forwards the multicast packet along the distribution sub-
tree that is already established for the multicast group (as is
described in Section 4.2.1).

5 Preliminary Evaluation of DCM

We have implemented DCM using the Network Simulator
(NS) tool [1]. To examine the performance of DCM, we per-
formed simulations on a single-domain network model con-
sisting of four areas connected via the backbone area. Figure 8
illustrates the network model used in simulations where areas
A,B, C and D are connected via the backbone. The whole net-
work contains 128 nodes. We examined the performance under
realistic conditions: the links on the network were configured
to run at 1.5Mb/s with a 10ms delay between hops. The link
costs in the backbone area are higher than the costs in other
areas. We evaluate DCM and compare it with the shared-tree
case of PIM-SM. Our assumptions are given in the introduc-
tory part of the paper: there is a large number of small multi-
cast groups and a large number of potential senders that spo-
radically send to a group. The most interesting example where

such assumptions are satisfied is when one multicast address is
assigned to a mobile host. We do not consider the case of PIM-
SM when it builds source-specific trees because this introduces
a high degree of complexity to PIM-SM when the number of
senders is large. We analyse the following characteristics: size
of the routing table, traffic concentration in the network and
control traffic overhead.

We also discuss how DCM performs when there are some
groups that have many members that are sparsely distributed
in a large single domain network.

This is the preliminary evaluation of DCM. The evaluation
of DCM with some real world network model is yet to be done.

5.1 Amount of multicast router state information and
CPU Usage

DCM requires that each multicast router maintains a table of
multicast routing information. In our simulations, we want
to check the size of multicast router routing table. This is
the number of (*,G) multicast forwarding entries. The rout-
ing table size becomes an especially important issue when the
number of senders and groups grows, because router speed and
memory requirements are affected.

We performed a number of simulations. In all the simula-
tions, we used the same network model presented in Figure 8,
but with different numbers of multicast groups. For each group
there are 2 receivers and 20 senders.

Within each area, there is more than one candidate DCR.
The hash function is used by routers within the network to map
a multicast group to one DCR in the corresponding area. We
randomly distributed membership among a number of active
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groups. For every multicast group, receivers are chosen ran-
domly. In the same way, senders are chosen.

The same scenarios were simulated with PIM-SM applied
as the multicast routing protocol. In PIM-SM, candidate RP
routers are placed at the same location as candidate DCRs in
the DCM simulation.

We verified that among all routers in the network, routers
with the largest routing table size are DRCs in the case of
DCM. In the case of PIM-SM they are RPs and backbone
routers. We define the most loaded router as the router with
the largest routing table size. Figure 9 shows the routing table
size in the most loaded router for the two different approaches.
Figure 9 illustrates that the size of the routing table of the most
loaded DCR is increasing linear with the number of multicast
groups. The most loaded router in PIM-SM is in the backbone.
As the number of multicast groups increases, the size of the
routing table in the most loaded DCR becomes considerably
smaller than the size in the most loaded PIM-SM backbone
router.

As it is expected, routing table size in RPs is larger than in
DCRs. This can be explained by the fact that the RP router in
the case of PIM-SM is responsible for the receivers and senders
in the whole domain, while DCRs are responsible for receivers
and senders in the area where the DCR belongs.

For non-backbone routers, simulation results show that
with the placement of RPs at the edges of the backbone, there
is not a big difference in their routing table sizes for DCM and
PIM-SM.

Figure 10 illustrates the average routing table size in back-
bone routers for the two routing protocols. In the case of PIM-
SM, this size is increasing linear with the number of multi-
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Figure 9: Routing table size for the most loaded routers

cast groups. With DCM alljoin/prune messages from the
receivers in non-backbone areas are terminated at the corre-
sponding DCRs situated at the edge with the backbone. Thus,
in DCM non-DCR backbone routers need not keep multicast
group state information for groups with receivers inside non-
backbone areas. Backbone routers may keep group member-
ship information only for a small number of the MDP control
multicast groups.

Here we also investigate how DCM compares to PIM-SM
in terms of CPU. In non-backbone areas, the forwarding mech-
anism of multicast data in routers, other than DCRs and RPs, is
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Figure 10: Average routing table size at backbone router

the same for the two approaches. Thus, the forwarding engine
in such routers costs the same in terms of CPU for the two rout-
ing protocols. However, in the case of DCM, DCRs have more
complex forwarding engines than RPs in the case of PIM-SM.
The reasons are that DCRs run MDP, and the special packet
forwarding mechanism in the backbone. Consequently, DCRs
use more CPU than RPs in the case of PIM-SM. The detailed
analysis and numerical results for CPU usage for the two ap-
proaches is yet to be done.

5.2 Traffic concentration

In the shared-tree case of PIM-SM, every sender to a multi-
cast group initially encapsulates data in register messages and
sends them directly to the RP router uniquely assigned to that
group within the whole domain. In Figure 8(a) all four senders
to a multicast group send data towards a single point in the net-
work. This increases traffic concentration on the links leading
to the RP.

Unlike PIM-SM, CBT builds bidirectional shared trees.
With CBT, data from a sender whose local router is already on
the shared tree is not sent via the core, as is the case with uni-
directional shared trees, but is distributed over the tree from
its local on-tree router. However, in the case that we consider,
when there are only a few receivers per multicast group, many
senders’ local routers are not on the shared tree. With CBT,
in this case, data should be distributed via the core, which be-
comes similar to data distribution with PIM-SM.

With DCM, converging traffic is not sent to a single point
in the network because each sender sends data to the DCR as-
signed to a multicast group within the corresponding area (as
presented in Figure 8(b)).

In DCM, if all senders and all receivers are in the same
area, data is not forwarded to the backbone. In that way, back-
bone routers don’t forward the local traffic generated inside an
area. Consequently, triangular routing across expensive back-
bone links is avoided.

5.3 Control traffic overhead

Join/prune messages are overhead messages that are used for
setting up, maintaining and tearing down the multicast data
delivery subtrees. In our simulations we wanted to measure
the number of these messages that are exchanged in the cases
when DCM and PIM-SM are used as the multicast routing
protocols. Simulations are performed with the same simula-
tion parameters as in the previous subsection (2 receivers per
multicast group). They have shown that in DCM the number
of join/prune messages is around 20% smaller than in PIM-
SM. This result can be explained by the fact that in DCM all
join/prune messages from the receivers in the non-backbone
areas are terminated at the corresponding DCRs inside the
same area, close to the destinations. In PIM-SMjoin/prune
messages must reach the RP that may be far away from the
destinations.

In DCM, for every MDP control multicast group, DCRs
exchange the MDP control messages. As it is explained in
Section 4.2.2, the number of the MDP control multicast groups
is equal to the number of possible ranges of multicast group
addresses. This number is set independently of the number
of multicast groups in the areas. The number of members per
MDP control multicast group is equal to the number of non-
backbone areas. This is usually a small number. Since the
senders to the MDP control multicast group are DCRs, which
are the MDP control group members, the number of senders
is also a small number. The overhead of the MDP keep-alive
control messages depends on the time period that they are sent.
DCRs also exchange the MDP control messages that notify
the multicast groups for which they are labelled. Instead of
sending periodically the MDP control message for every single
multicast group that is serves, a DCR can send an aggregate
control information for a list of multicast groups, thus reducing
the MDP control traffic overhead.

5.4 Behaviour of DCM when the number of receivers per
multicast group is not a small number

DCM is a sparse mode routing protocol, designed to be optimal
when there are many groups with a few members. Below we
investigate how DCM performs when there are some groups
that have many members that are sparsely distributed in a large
single domain network.

� In the case of PIM-SM, when there are more receivers
per multicast group, more controljoin/prune messages
are sent towards the RP for the multicast group. This
router is probably far away from many receivers.

In the case of DCM,join/prune messages are sent from
receivers towards the nearest DCR. This entails that the
number ofjoin/prune messages in the case of DCM be-
comes considerably smaller than in the case of PIM-SM
when the number of receivers increases. The number
of the MDP control multicast groups and the MDP con-
trol traffic overhead are independent of the number of re-
ceivers per multicast group.

� DCM alleviates the triangular routing problem that is
common to the shared tree case of PIM-SM. When the



number of receivers increases, the triangular routing
problem with PIM-SM is more important.

� With DCM, when the number of receivers per group in-
creases, we can expect that there are more labelled DCRs
per group (but this number is always less that the num-
ber of areas). The time to compute the distribution tunnel
tree in the backbone is equal to the time to perform STH.
The required time is dependent of the number of DCRs
that serve the multicast group (equal to the number of
non-backbone areas) and is independent of the number of
receivers per group. However, we can expect that the dis-
tribution tunnel tree in the backbone after applying STH
is more complex, and that it contains more tunnel edges,
since the number of labelled routers is larger and more
nodes need to be spanned.

With DCM, data distribution in the backbone uses point-
to-point tunnels between DCRs. With this approach
backbone routers other than DCRs need not be multicast
able, but the cost is that it does not completely optimize
the use of backbone bandwidth. In order to make the data
distribution more optimal, backbone routers should also
be included in the forwarding of multicast data. In the
Appendix, we give a short outline of our ongoing work
on the new mechanisms for distributing the multicast data
in the backbone.

6 Examples of application of DCM

6.1 Example of application of DCM in distributed simu-
lations

Distributed simulations and distributed games are applications
where scalable multicast communication is needed to support
a large number of participants. [11] describes a network archi-
tecture for solving the problem of scaling very large distributed
simulations. A large-scale virtual environment is spatially par-
titioned into appropriately sized hexagonal cells. Each cell is
mapped to a multicast group. For a large virtual environment
there exists a large number of multicast groups. Each partici-
pant is associated with a number of cells according to its area
of interest, and it joins the corresponding multicast groups. Ev-
ery participant have the view of all other participants that are
members of the same multicast group. Participants can move
and dynamically change their cells of interest. We can assume
that in a large virtual environment the number of participants
per cell is not a large number. In this case DCM can be applied
to route packets to a multicast group inside the cell.

6.2 Example of application of DCM: supporting host mo-
bility

Another application of DCM is to use it to route packets to the
mobile hosts. We start this subsection with a short description
of the certain existing proposals for providing host mobility in
the Internet and then illustrate how DCM can support mobility.

Overview of proposals for providing host mobility in the
Internet

In the IETF Mobile IP proposal [16] each host has a permanent
home IP address that does not change regardless of the mobile
host’s current location. When the mobile host visits a foreign
network, it is associated with a care-of-address, that is IP ad-
dress related with the mobile host current position in the Inter-
net. When a host moves to visited network it registers its new
location with its home agent. The home agent is a machine that
acts as a proxy on behalf of the mobile host when it is absent.
When some stationary host sends packets for the mobile host
it addresses them to the mobile host’s home address. When
packets arrive on the mobile host’s home network, the home
agent intercepts them and sends by encapsulation packets to-
wards the mobile host’s current location. With this approach
all datagrams addressed to a mobile host are always routed via
its home agent. This causes the so-called triangle routing prob-
lem.

In IPv6 mobility proposal[18] when a handover is per-
formed, the mobile host is responsible for informing its home
agent and correspondent hosts about its new location. In or-
der to reduce packet losses during handover, [18] proposes a
router-assisted smooth handover.

The Columbia approach [10] was designed to support in-
tracampus mobility. Each mobile host always retains one IP
home address, regardless of where it is on the network. There
is a number of dedicated Mobile Support Stations (MSSs) that
are used to assure the mobile host’s reachability. Each mobile
host is always reachable via one of the MSSs. When a mobile
host changes its location it has to register with a new MSS. A
MSS is thus aware of all registered mobile hosts in its wire-
less cell. A source that wants to send a packet to a mobile host
sends it to the MSS that is closest to the source host. This MSS
is responsible for learning about the MSS that is closest to the
mobile host and to deliver the packet. A special protocol is
used to exchange information among MSSs.

MSM-IP (Mobility support using Multicasting in IP) [15]
proposes a generic architecture to support host mobility in the
Internet by using multicasting as a mechanism to route packets
to the mobile hosts. The routing protocol used in this architec-
ture is out of the scope of MSM-IP.

Cellular IP [22] architecture relies on the separation of lo-
cal mobility from wide area mobility. Cellular IP is applied
in a wireless access network and it can interwork with Mobile
IP to provide wide area mobility support, that is mobility be-
tween Cellular IP networks. With Cellular IP network nodes
maintain distributed caches for location management and rout-
ing purposes. Distributed paging cache coarsely maintains the
position of ’idle’ mobile hosts in a cellular IP network. Dis-
tributed routing cache maintains the position of active mobile
hosts in a Cellular IP network and is updated more frequently
that a paging cache. In a Cellular IP network there exists one
gateway node (GW). A mobile host entering a Cellular IP net-
work communicates the local GW’s address to its home agent
as care-of-address. All packets for the mobile host enter a Cel-
lular IP network via the GW. From GW, packets addressed to a
mobile host are routed to its current base station on a hop-by-



hop basis according to routing caches in the network nodes.

Application of DCM to host mobility

In this section we show how DCM can be applied in the mo-
bility management approach based on multicasting. This ap-
proach is not an alternative to Mobile IP [16] since DCM is
not a solution to wide-area mobility. In contrast, this approach
can be used as an alternative to Cellular IP[22] within a single
domain network.

We consider the network environment composed of wire-
less cells. Mobile hosts communicate with base stations over
wireless links, while the base stations have the fixed connec-
tion to the Internet.

When a visiting mobile host arrives into the new domain
it is assigned a temporary multicast address6. This is the care-
of address that the mobile keeps as long it stays in the same
domain. This is unlike Mobile IP [16] where the mobile host
does a location update after each migration and informs about
this to its possible distant home agent.

We propose to use DCM as the mechanism to route packets
to the mobile hosts. As explained in Section 4.1, for the mobile
host’s assigned multicast address, within each area, there ex-
ists a DCR that serves that multicast address. These DCRs are
responsible for forwarding packets to the mobile host. As said
before, the DCRs run the MDP control protocol and are mem-
bers of a MDP control multicast group for exchanging MDP
control information.

A multicast router in the mobile host’s cell initiates a join-
ing the multicast group assigned to the mobile host. Typically
this router coexists with the base station in the cell. As de-
scribed in Section 4.2.1 thejoin message is propagated to the
DCR inside the area that serves the mobile host’s multicast
address. Then, the DCR sends to the MDP control multicast
group a MDP control message when the mobile host is regis-
tered.

In order to reduce packet latency and losses during a han-
dover, advance registration can be performed. The goal is that
when a mobile host moves to a new cell, the base station in
the new cell should already start receiving data for the mobile
host. The mobile host continues to receive the data without
disruption. There are several ways to perform this:

� A base station that anticipates7 the arrival of a mobile
host initiates joining the multicast address assigned to
the mobile host. This is illustrated in one example in
Figure 11.

� In the case where a bandwidth is not expensive on the
wired network, all neighbouring base stations can start
receiving data destined to a mobile host. This guarantees
that there would be no latency and packet losses during a
handover.

A packet for the mobile host reaches all base stations that
joined the multicast group assigned to the mobile host. At the

6In this paper we do not discuss how a multicast address is assigned to a
mobile host

7The mechanism by which the base station anticipates the arrival of the mo-
bile host is out of the scope of this paper
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Figure 11: The mobile host (MH) is assigned the multicast address
M. Four DCRs, X1, X2, X3 and X4 serveM. Step (1): Base station
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ticast data packet. From X1 data is forwarded to BS1 and BS2. MH
receives data from BS1.

same time the mobile host receives data only from a base sta-
tion in its current cell. A base station that receives a packet
on behalf of the mobile host that is not present in its cell can
either discard a packet or buffer it for a certain interval of time
(e.g. 10ms). Further research is needed to determine what is
the best approach.

Here we describe in more details how advance registration
is performed. At its current cell, the mobile host receives data
along the distribution subtree that is established for the mo-
bile host’s multicast address. This tree is rooted at the DCR
and maintained with a periodical sending of thejoin messages.
Now, suppose that the base station in the neighbouring cell an-
ticipates arrival of the mobile host. It begins a joining process
for the multicast group assigned to the mobile host. This pro-
cess is terminated when ajoin message reaches a router that
is already on the distribution tree. When the cells are close to
each other, joining is terminated at the lowest branching point
in the distribution tree. This ensures that the neighbouring base
station quickly becomes a part of the multicast distribution tree
with low overhead. The neighbouring base station can start
joining the multicast group assigned to the mobile host after
the mobile host leaves its previous cell. Routers on the distri-
bution tree keep forwarding information for a given time, even
if the previous base station stops refreshing the tree because
the mobile host leaves its cell. As before, if the base stations
are close to each other, the multicast distribution tree for the
new base station can be established in a short period of time
thus making handover efficient. One example that illustrates
advance registration is presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: This figure presents an example of advance registration.
At first, the mobile host (MH) is in cell 1. MH is assigned a multicast
addressM. Base station BS1 receives data for MH along the distribu-
tion subtree rooted at the DCR. On this subtree are routers A, B, C
and D. Before host moves from cell 1 to cell 2, neighbouring base sta-
tion BS2 initiates an advance joining forM. Joining at position 2 is
terminated at router C.

Comparison of the mobility management based on DCM
and the Cellular IP approach

In Cellular IP, the process of establishing the distribution tree
from the gateway node to the mobile host is similar to what
exists in DCM for establishing the distribution subtree from a
DCR to the mobile host in its current area. With DCM, main-
tenance of the distribution tree is performed by sending of pe-
riodic join messages and is initiated by the base stations in the
vicinity of the mobile host. With Cellular IP, this is done on
the packet basis sent from the active mobile.

We see the scalability problem with Cellular IP when there
is a large number of mobile hosts inside the Cellular IP net-
work. The single gateway node is the centre of all distribution
trees that are built for mobile hosts within a network. All the
traffic for mobile hosts inside the Cellular IP networks goes via
the gateway node that presents a ’hot spot’ in the network.

With DCM we avoid existence of the center router, poten-
tial ’host spot’ in the network. DCM builds distribution sub-
trees for mobile hosts that are rooted at a number of DCRs.
We believe DCM to scale better than Cellular IP when there is
a large number of mobile hosts.

Open Issues

In this paper we do not address the problems of using multicast
routing to support end-to-end unicast communication. These
problems are related to protocols such as: TCP, ICMP, IGMP,
ARP. A simple solution to this problem could be to have a
special range of unicast addresses that are routed as multicast
addresses. In this way, packets destined to the mobile host are

routed by using a multicast mechanism. Conversely, at the end
systems, these packets are considered as unicast packets and
standard unicast mechanisms are applied.

7 Conclusions

We have considered the problem of multicast routing in a large
single domain network with a very large number of multicast
groups with a small number of receivers. Our proposal, called
Distributed Core Multicast (DCM) is based on an extension of
the centre-based tree approach. DCM uses several core routers,
called Distributed Core Routers (DCRs) and a special control
protocol among them. The objectives achieved with DCM
are: (1) avoiding state information in backbone routers, (2)
avoiding triangular routing across expensive backbone links,
(3) scaling well with the number of multicast groups. Our ini-
tial results tend to indicate that DCM performs better than the
existing sparse mode routing protocols in terms of multicast
forwarding table size. We have presented an example of the
application of DCM where it is used to route packets to the
mobile hosts.

Appendix

In section Section 4.3.2 we presented one solution called point-
to-point tunnels for the distribution of multicast data between
DCRs. Point-to-point tunnels avoid triangular routing across
expensive links in the backbone, but does not completely op-
timise the use of backbone bandwidth. Here we present two
alternative solutions called tree-based source routing and list-
based source routing that use backbone bandwidth more opti-
mally than point-to-point approach.

Tree-Based Source Routing

This solution assumes that the DCRs are aware of backbone
topology (e.g the backbone is one OSPF area) and backbone
routers implement a special packet forwarding mechanism
called tree source routing. This approach consists in that a
source DCR for the multicast group computes a shortest path
tree rooted at itself to a list of labelled DCRs for the multicast
group. On a shortest path can be included DCRs in other ar-
eas that serve the multicast address, as well as non-DCR back-
bone routers. A description of a shortest path tree with des-
tinations and branching points is included in the tree source
routing header by the source DCR. Figure 13 shows one ex-
ample of tree source routing approach.

This approach ensures that backbone bandwidth is used
more optimally than if the “point-to-point tunnels” approach
is used. This is achieved at the expense of introducing the new
tree source routing mechanism that needs to be performed by
backbone routers.

List-Based Source Routing

This solution proposes a new list-based multicast data distri-
bution in backbone. Here we give an initial description of
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Figure 13: This figure shows how multicast data is distributed from source DCR X1 to labelled DCRs X2, X3 and X4 by using tree-based source
routing approach. X1 puts distribution information in tree source routing header after computing a shortest-path tree to routers X2, X3 and X4. At
first, the data should be delivered to backbone router R1 where two copies of the multicast data are made. One copy is sent encapsulated to X2,
while the other is sent encapsulated to backbone router R3. As soon as router R3 receives a packet it reads from the tree source routing header that
it should send two copies of the multicast data: one to X3 and the other to X4.

this mechanism. The final solution is the object of ongoing
research.

As in the previous approach we assume that the DCRs are
aware of the backbone topology. A special list-based source
routing protocol is performed by the DCRs and backbone
routers. This works as follows: as soon as a source DCR de-
termines that it must forward a packet to a list of DCRs, it
determines the next backbone router(s) to which it should send
a copy of the packet to reach every listed DCR. The source
DCR sends a copy of the packet to each determined router to-
gether with a sublist of the DCRs that should be reached from
this router. This sublist is contained in a list source routing
header. This is similar to the IP option field that is described in
[9]. Unlike a tree-based source routing header, where in a tree
source routing header can be included also non-DCR backbone
routers, the list source routing header contains only the final
DCR destinations.

Each backbone router performs the same steps until mul-
ticast data has reached every labelled DCR. Note that a DCR
can also send a copy directly to another DCR.

On Figure 14 is presented one example of list-based source
routing approach.
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